White Paper
Why construct with ICF: in the Commercial/ Multifamily/Hospitality sector
Constructing with Insulated Concrete Forms (ICFs) offer a long term, energy efficient solution and
significantly reduces construction times. The benefits of ICF provide ease and speed of construction
coordination, lower operating costs, noise reduction, fire resistance, and constant temperature control.
Insulated concrete forms deliver airtight, monolithic construction eliminating a hollow wall cavity prone
to mold and mildew. This paper examines this subject matter in more detail, backed with actual ICF
project profiles.

COST OF WOOD FRAME VS. ICF CONSTRUCTION
Although ICFs costs more initially, they do have major cost savings opportunities. Because ICF
construction is more energy efficient, HVAC systems can be downsized and those savings offset part of
the cost difference. Builders report fewer customer service calls on their ICF structures. (NAHB Research
Center Demonstration Home Project.)
ICF owners enjoy lower utility bills, better sound proofing, and durability. It is also estimated that the
monthly savings can provide a good payback on the initial investment with the additional benefits of a
maintenance free wall assembly.

CONSTRUCTION BENEFITS
•

Lightweight construction means minimal heavy equipment –substantial reduction and potential
for work place injury.

•

ICFs address multiple fire code requirements in commercial builds.

•

Properly designed ICF construction creates minimal waste so job sites remain cleaner and better
organized.

•

Can be applied to a relatively non-specific work force provided lead hands are properly trained.

•

9-1 construction methodology means less trades, headaches, mistakes, scheduling etc.,
Contractors are only wrapping the building twice *refer to 9-1 construction methodology.

•

ICFs provide perfect concrete curing requirements – very gradual hydration curve.

•

ICFs Protect concrete from freezing during winter construction which extends building season.

•

No expansion joints needed in most buildings as concrete is not exposed to elements.

•

Addresses and exceeds wind and energy codes with no additional layering or reinforcement.

Wind loads
ICFs, once filled with concrete, are extremely resilient and offer protection from fires, earthquakes,
severe storms and flooding. ICF buildings can withstand winds of 200-300 mph (compared to the 120
mph of stick-frames). Based on testing done at Texas Tech University’s Wind and Engineering Research
Center, Hurricane conditions were simulated with a 2”x4” wood stud “missile” launched at 100mph, the
speed at which flying debris can travel in a 250mph wind. Of the various wall types tested, wood frame
walls could not withstand the impact, while solid concrete ICF walls held strong. From the study: “The
strength and durability of concrete walls offer unmatched resistance to the devastation of major storms.
Concrete structures are less likely to suffer major damage from debris than conventionally framed
structures.” (www.forms.org)

WIND-BORNE DEBRIS IMPACT DATA
WALL CONSTRUCTION
Wood Frame (various typical
constructions)
ICF
(4” and 6” flat and waffle-grid)

IMPACT RESISTANCE
8 to 26 mph (9 lb 2x4)1
100+ mph (15 lb 2x4)2

1

Based on testing performed by Clemson University for the Region IV Mitigation Division of the Federal Emergency Management
Agency, Atlanta, GA.
2
Based on Investigation of Wind Projectile Resistance of Insulating Concrete Form Structures,
Portland cement Association, Skokie, IL.

Fire codes
Concrete is one of the most resistant substances to intense heat and fire. A finished ICF wall, mudded
and taped, provides a solid concrete exterior with a 3-4 hour fire rating. According to the ICFA, concrete
structures are more likely to remain standing through fire than structures of other materials. Unlike
wood, concrete does not burn. Unlike steel, it does not soften and bend. Concrete does not break down
until it is exposed to thousands of degrees Fahrenheit.

Longevity
Because ICFs are filled with concrete which gets stronger with time, the walls don’t rot or mold and are
not affected by insects as is the case with wood-frame structures. Wood-frame buildings contain
chemicals and adhesives that compromise indoor air quality throughout the building’s life whereas the
concrete and EPS of ICFs are non-toxic and do not compromise indoor air quality at all. ICF structures
last significantly longer than wood-frame structures so natural resources are conserved. Wood-frame
structures utilize valuable timber and require more energy to heat and cool which results in more
greenhouse gas emissions. Landfilled lumber creates carbon producing methane.

Source: Insulating Concrete Forms Association, “ICFs Stand Up to Storm

COMPARISON OF RELATIVE PERFORMANCE
ABOVE-GRADE WALL CONSTRUCTION TYPE
PERFORMANCE
Concrete
Wood-Frame
CHARACTERISTIC
(ICF)
Safety and Damage
Excellent
Adequate to Good
Prevention
Energy
Efficiency
Excellent
Adequate to Excellent
Fire Resistance
Excellent
Adequate
Durability
Excellent
Adequate
Sound Control
Excellent
Adequate to Good
U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development, Washington, DC, March 1999.

OPERATING COSTS
Air tight ICF walls offer superior energy efficiency over the lifetime of a building. Since air leakage
accounts for a large percentage of energy loss from a building, utilizing ICF concrete walls eliminate the
loss of air. The thermal mass properties of concrete increase the efficiency of both residential and
commercial buildings. By storing and releasing the energy needed for heating or cooling, concrete's
thermal mass delivers year-round benefits by reducing temperature swings dramatically and minimizing
heating and cooling costs. Modern concrete wall systems use both external insulation and thermal mass
to create an energy-efficient building.
ICFs have an ROI of 5-10 years over stick built structures, as the owner enjoys reduced utility bills. This
saving can only be expected in structures where the insulated building envelope’s integrity remains high.
This means that ICFs must be complimented with high R-value window systems and adequate roofing
insulation. Where the building envelope is sound, owners can anticipate a 30-40% reduction in energy
bills when compared to a stick-frame building of equitable proportions. Of course these estimates do
not take into account the increased resale value of a property built with ICFs. Heavy commercial builders
are utilizing more interior ICF walls to significantly reduce energy loss between rooms in times of high
vacancy.
Wood-frames have insulation gaps and thermal bridging through which precious energy is lost. The ICF
structure is not afflicted by any of these issues and will enjoy an R-20 to R-28 rating for its entire
lifetime.

Test: Thermal Performance of Insulated Concrete Forms, Wall System and 2”x6”
Wood Frame Wall System, In Accordance with Test Procedure ASTM C1363-11
Tested By: CLEB Laboratory Inc.
Report: AT-00529 & AT-00556
Report date: 12/08/2016
This report proves an Insulating Concrete Form wall can achieve up to 60% annual energy savings and
58% greater R-Value/RSI than a 2” x 6” Wood Frame Wall.

Test Samples:
•

6” ICF wall strapped for CertainTeed Vinyl.
o The standardized thermal resistance of the tested Insulated Concrete Forms wall is
R(imp.)st 24.1 (hr•ft2•°F)/BTU and RSIst 4.25 (m2•°C)/W.

•

2”x6” wood wall, ½” OSB Poly over Pink R20 CertainTeed Vinyl.
o The standardized thermal resistance of the tested 2”x6” wood frame wall specimen is
R(imp.)st 15.2 (hr•ft2•°F)/BTU and RSIst 2.68 (m2•°C)/W.

Further, the recorded thermal resistance (R-Value) determined at steady state condition for the ICF Wall
assembly at -35°C in fact represents a 59% improvement compared to thermal resistance recorded for
the 2”x6” wood frame wall configuration that was tested at this same steady state temperature
condition.

LONG TERM COSTS
Maintenance costs
Constructing with ICF eliminates decay and rotting of wood. As lumber ages, it warps causing the walls
to loosen and weaken. With ICF walls, paint is less vulnerable to cracking, there is no rotting or insects
caused by gaps in the wood, and the HVAC unit works more efficiently since the air loss in an ICF
building is dramatically reduced. According to the U.S Department of Housing and Urban Development,
ICF wall construction can provide a minimum of 20- 25% savings in annual heating and cooling costs,
which does not change over time.

REVENUE IMPACT
Early occupancy
According to Statista.com, the hotel occupancy rate in the United States alone grew from 54% in 2009 to
65% in 2015. With occupancy rates increasing, the hotel industry base their revenue on the amount of
occupants they have at a particular time. One key factor when building with ICF is that builders are able
to speed up construction and achieve an earlier date of completion. By doing so, hotel owners are now
able to provide early occupancy available to their customers, generating revenue they did not anticipate
they would receive. For example, a reputable hotel chain in North America has been building with Amvic
ICF for 10 years. Their traditional insulated steel frame curtain wall used to take them 14 months to
complete; with ICF construction, the job was completed in 12 months. Due to faster completion, 1
month of early occupancy paid for the total cost of the ICF walls. *see case assessment for details

Early residence
Less financing required due to lowered maintenance/utility costs for homeowners which lead to quicker
pre-sold units and more money left for mortgage payments.

LEED CONTRIBUTION
ICF products are a significant contributor in energy efficient and environmentally responsible design,
and ICF exterior wall envelope contributes to many of the industry’s best structures. ICF has an earned
reputation of excellence, and is recognized by the US and Canada Green Building Council’s in their LEED
programs by being eligible for points in several LEED rating systems. Building with ICFs also vastly
reduces construction waste and associated methane gas production when compared to timber-framed
buildings. 60% of the weight of ICF blocks is made up of recycled materials and ICF wall systems
contribute 20 points to LEED ratings.

CUSTOMER/HOMEOWNER IMPACT
Sound Performance
ICF structures and buildings provide one of the most appreciated benefits; sound attenuation. ICFs are
popular for hotel construction because they not only quiet exterior noise, but also eliminate noise
between rooms. On the opposite side of an ICF wall, loud speech would be inaudible, and a listener
would have to strain to hear shouting.

Interior Noise
The fact that ICFs can eliminate sound transmission at practically no additional cost makes them very
attractive for any project in which sound mitigation is a selling point. Multi-family and hospitality

projects (hotels, motels, multi-family, condominiums, and apartment construction) are primary
candidates. Schools, gyms, and offices also appreciate the sound dampening.
For party walls separating attached dwelling units, U.S. building codes usually require a minimum STC
rating of 45. For frame construction, that means two layers of 1/2" drywall on each side, with batt
insulation in wall. ICF walls are 10 times more effective, at no additional cost. Initially hotel owners only
looked at ICF for envelope walls, now many have adapted a 4” (9” overall thickness) ICF for room
partitions.
Sound dampening is a major reason ICFs are becoming so popular for hotel/motel construction. Dozens
and dozens of hotels have been built with ICFs in the past 10 years, using virtually every major brand of
form. These include the flagship properties of the nation's leading hospitality companies.

Exterior Noise
ICFs are also an excellent choice for dampening noise from outside the structure, a major factor for
structures built near airports, expressways, railways, and noisy industrial sites.
In these applications the exterior shell components must be chosen carefully. Unlike demising walls,
exterior walls have multiple openings for windows and doors, which can defeat the sound dampening of
the rest of the wall. Substandard windows can reduce STC ratings dramatically, as can inadequate roof
insulation.
Source: ICF Builder Magazine http://www.icfmag.com/articles/features/sound_attenuation.html
SOUND TRANSMISSION CLASS RATINGS
WALL CONSTRUCTION
STC RATINGS
Typical Wood Wall
35 to 49
Enhanced Wood Wall
50 to 54
ICF
48 to 58
Sources:
1. Insulating Concrete Forms: Installed Cost and Acoustic Performance U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development,
Washington, DC, March 1999.

Indoor Air Quality
Expanded polystyrene
During the production of expanded polystyrene insulation, neither chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs) nor hydro
chlorofluorocarbons (HCFCs) are used. Therefore, the installed insulation does not experience offgassing that may affect indoor air quality (IAQ). The American Lung Association (ALA) Health House®
guidelines, among the toughest in the nation for indoor air quality, uses expanded polystyrene (EPS)
sheathing as an example to insulate foundation walls and floors due to its “slow rate of water vapor
movement by diffusion and air transport through the insulation”.3 Other ALA-registered homes have
incorporated insulating concrete forms (ICFs) to meet stringent requirements. It is important to note

ALA representatives do not endorse specific materials or products, but the group says expanded
polystyrene walls release no lung-damaging fibers.
ICFs and structural insulated panels (SIPs) offer tight construction that effectively controls air infiltration
of pollutants, enabling more efficient control of indoor air quality.
Source: https://greenbuildingsolutions.org/blog/the-indoor-environment/

Recap: Why construct with ICF?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Long term repetitive financial gains
Substantially reduced property maintenance
Severe storm proof, dramatic reduction in insurance claims, water infiltration, no interruption of
regular business operations.
Peace of mind knowing buildings can take a hit and occupants are protected.
Quiet rooms mean “repeat customers”
Significant reduction in HVAC sizing and operational costs are achievable.
No hollow wall cavities where mold and moisture thrive.

With ICF construction, the owner is able to achieve comfort and energy savings while also having the
peace of mind that their occupants are well protected from natural disasters.

